Proposed Action Plan for 2020-2021:

1. Ensure a gradual transition of Les Nouvelles into a fully digital format magazine without compromising its quality nor decrease the motivation for contributors to supply content
   a. Reduce printed editions to two / year
   b. Encourage the use of the digital edition and app

2. Give support to the new Editor David Drews as successor to Larry Plonsker
   a. Assist in re-populating the Editorial Board
   b. Ensure that a digital platform is available that ensures handover and/or collaboration with additional editorial staff

3. Organise “Les Nouvelles: Meet the Authors” meetings at each IDM where:
   a. the Editor can explain the strategy of the Journal, content of future issues, present the contributors, etc.
   b. Contributors / authors gain more visibility to the LES membership
   c. Members may give ideas and suggestions for the content of future issues, and give feedback